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Ekecutive Summ~ - 

‘.--.-.- 

Purpose Navy personnel will cost $34 billion in fiscal year 1987, a third of the 
Navy’s budget. At the request of the Chairman, House Committee on 
Armed Services, GAO has been reviewing the way the Navy determines 
its manpower needs. GAO has previously issued reports on the Navy’s 
shore and ship manpower programs. This report is concerned with the 
Navy’s Squadron Manpower Document program, which determines man- 
power requirements for aircraft squadrons. 

This report examines whether the program accurately identifies, 
through generally accepted management engineering concepts and 
methods, the quantity and quality of squadron manpower requirements. 

The Navy established the Squadron Manpower Document program in 
1969. As of May 1986, the program covered approximately 86,000 
officer and enlisted positions. Personnel costs associated with these 
positions is about $2 billion annually. 

In reviewing the Navy’s determination of squadron manpower require- 
ments, GAO focused on the way the Navy establishes requirements for 
ground officer and ground enlisted positions, which together represent 
over three-quarters of squadron requirements. (GAO did not examine 
requirements for flight crew personnel.) 

eesults in Brief 

. 

. 

The number of officer and enlisted positions the Navy says it needs to 
operate and maintain its aircraft squadrons is subject to question 
because 

the staffing standards, maintenance work load, work load allowances, 
and workweek time factors used to determine most squadron manpower b 
requirements are unsupported by documentation and are not periodi- 
cally reviewed; and 
a significant number of requirements are directed by the Chief of Naval 
Operations, are based largely on corporate management judgment rather 
than measured work load, and are not supported by documented justifi- 
cation consistent with established guidelines. 
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Executive summaIy 

Prjncipal Findings 

No Staffing Standards for 
Many Positions 

All ground officer requirements and almost 20 percent of ground 
enlisted requirements are directed by the Chief of Naval Operations and 
are not based staffing standards using measured work load. The Navy 
has no written procedures for the establishment of these directed 
requirements and no documentation for the procedures used to establish 
them. Ground officer requirements are based on historical precedent, 
corporate management judgments, and the available inventory of 
ground officers in the Navy as a whole. 

Staffing Standards 
Questionable 

The staffing standards that do exist are questionable. No documentation 
exists for the initial development of the staffing standards used for 
ground enlisted requirements, nor have the standards been periodically 
updated. The Navy also does not require that new or revised standards 
be based on efficiency reviews (studies of the most efficient method of 
performing a given task), as directed by DOD guidance. 

Wbrk Load Accuracy Not Work load is based on data that is not independently verified, and 
V#idated requirements are calculated inconsistently. Work load is not always doc- 

/ umented or periodically reviewed. 

U verified Allowances 
1 A ded to Work Load 

I 

The allowances for nonproductive time added to work load have not 
been based on supportable evidence and need to be studied. As a result 
of the way these allowances are applied, the amount of nonproductive 
time can exceed the productive time needed to accomplish a given . 
amount of work. 

Whkweek Estimates Not 
Stipported 

The Navy workweeks used to determine manpower requirements (63 
hours for carrier-based squadrons and about 32 hours for some shore- 
based squadrons) may not be appropriate. These workweeks are unsup- 
ported with reliable documentation and have not been updated since 
they were established. 
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Questions About Program 
support 

Some of the problems in the Squadron Manpower Document program 
may be attributed to limited program support. For example, travel funds 
may not be sufficient to ensure representative data gathering. In addi- 
tion, at the time of our review, some key positions were vacant, staff 
turnover was high, and personnel assigned to the program often lacked 
adequate manpower experience. 

Rfxommendations 

. 

I . 

. 

GAO makes a number of recommendations to the Secretary of the Navy 
to improve the credibility of the manpower planning process, including 

developing staffing standards based on efficiency reviews for as many 
positions as practical, both officer and enlisted; 

ensuring the accuracy of staffing standards, work loads, work load 
allowances, and workweek time factors by using acceptable work mea- 
surement methods, by reviewing them periodically and properly docu- 
menting them; and 

improving the standards application process to ensure the accuracy of 
work load data by increasing the use of work measurement techniques 
and adding appropriate management controls. 

Agency Comments and The Department of Defense (DOD) agreed that more attention needs to be 

dA0 Evaluation given to documentation and to review of standards and other factors 
used in the determination of manpower requirements. Navy actions to 
address these problems were outlined. DOD also agreed to conduct 
studies to determine appropriate work load allowances and noted that 
workweek factors have already been revised. However, DOD was con- 
cerned that the report implied that (1) the Squadron Manpower Docu- 
ment program generates excessive requirements, and (2) manpower 

( requirements can only be validated through engineered studies. GAO did 
not attempt to specifically determine what the requirements should be; 
rather to assess whether the requirements determination process was as 
accurate as it could be through the appropriate use of objective mea- , surement techniques. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Maintaining our military capability while controlling costs requires an 
accurate and reliable manpower’ planning system. Inaccurate manpower 
requirements can result in having too few or the wrong kinds of people 
and can adversely affect the ability of the services to successfully fulfill 
their roles in support of the national military strategy. Having too many 
people, on the other hand, unnecessarily increases the services’ per- 
sonnel costs. In fiscal year 1987, over $126 billion of the defense budget 
is related to personnel. The increasing need for highquality people 
because of technological advances in weapons, coupled with the much 
smaller recruitable population expected in the next decade, is likely to 
push costs even higher. 

Over the years, various committees have urged the military to develop 
more credible systems for establishing manpower requirements by 
using, where appropriate, management engineering concepts and 
methods for determining manpower requirements. 

The Navy has implemented three manpower-determination programs; 
the Shore Manpower Document program, the Ship Manpower Document 
program, and the Squadron Manpower Document (SQMD) program. We 
examined the first two in earlier reports2 This report discusses the SGQMD 

program, which determines manpower needs for aircraft squadrons. 

I Sbuadron Manpower 
Dfxument Program ment manpower requirements for all active-duty and most reserve air- 

craft squadrons. As of May 1986, the program covered approximately 
85,000 positions- about 14,000 officers and about 71,000 enlisted per- 
sonnel. Personnel costs associated with these positions are about $2 bil- 
lion annually. 

The responsibility for the overall control and direction of the program 
lies with the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (DCNO) for Manpower, 
Personnel, and Training (MPT), within the Office of the Chief of Naval 
Operations (CNO). The program is supported by the Navy Manpower 
Engineering Center (NAVMEC), which develops and applies staffing 
criteria. 

‘“Manpower,” ln the context of military personnel management, is a generic term used to refer to the 
demand for workers, regardless of gender. In this report, “manpower requirements” refers to posi- 
tions, and “personnel” refers to actual people. 

2Navy Manpower Management: Continuing Problems Imp- of Shore Establishment 
Requirements (GAO/NSIAD86-43, Mar. 7,1986); and Navy Manpower: Improved Ship Manpower 
Document Program Could Reduce Requirements (GAO/NSIADSG-49, Mar. 1986). 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1 
TabI+ 1.1: Squadron Manpower 
Req$rementr by Staffing Category 

The CNO staff responsible for manpower establish all ground officer and 
some ground enlisted positions. NAVMEC determines all other ground 
enlisted positions, based on a squadron’s work load (the operational and 
maintenance tasks that the squadron would need to perform in wartime) 
and staffing standards (the amount of time or computed number of posi- 
tions required to perform a given amount of work). 

After a squadron’s total manpower requirements have been established, 
NAVMEC consolidates the requirements in a draft SQMD for review by oper- 
ational commanders and approval by the DCNO(MFT). After resolution of 
any problems, the SQMD is finalized and used to justify manpower 
requirements and to make manpower planning decisions. 

The Navy’s squadron officer and enlisted manpower requirements fall 
into two main categories-flight crew and ground. Enlisted ground posi- 
tions are further categorized as directed ground, maintenance and indi- 
rect work load, and support services. Directed ground positions are 
those deemed by the CNO and other authorized managers to be essential 
but are not based on actual measured work load. Indirect work load 
includes administrative support and facilities maintenance-such as 
painting and cleaning, and utility tasking-such as loading of food and 
supplies. Support services include medical, food, and laundry services. 
Table 1.1 shows the total number of requirements in each category. 

Staffing category -- 
Otficer _~-- 
Flight crew -~- 
Ground (directed) 
Total officer 

- 

Reauirements 
Percent 
of total 

Number requirement8 _____ 

11,662 13.7 
1,765 2.1 b 

13,427 15.8 
Enllrted 
Flight crew 7,639 9.0 
Ground 

Directed 14,079 16.6 ~- ~- 
Maintenance and indirect work load 39,879 47.0 
Support services 9,835 11.6 

Total enllsted 71,432 84.2 
Total requirements 84,859 100.0 
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chapter1 
Introduction 

Objective, Scope, and This review is part of a series of reviews to evaluate the processes used 

Methodology to determine the services’ manpower requirements. During the course of 
this work, the Chairman, House Committee on Armed Services, 
requested that we examine the soundness and rigor of the processes the 
services use to determine manpower requirements. This report is a par- 
tial response to that request. 

The objective of this review was to determine whether the Navy’s SQMD 
program accurately identifies, through generally accepted management 
engineering concepts and methods, the quantity and quality of aircraft 
squadron manpower requirements. We focused our work on the ade- 
quacy of Navy operating procedures and practices for the ~QMD program 
and on the extent of management support for the program. Specifically, 
we wanted to determine whether the Navy 

. uses accepted management engineering concepts and methods to estab- 
lish manpower requirements, 

l uses reliable data elements and valid work load data to determine the 
numbers and kinds of positions needed, and 

. provides the resources needed to support the program. 

We concentrated our work on the Navy’s determination of manpower 
requirements for squadron ground officer and ground enlisted positions, 
which represent over three-quarters of squadron requirements. We did 
not examine requirements for flight crew personnel. 

In performing our work, we interviewed officials at the Department of 
Defense (DOD), the Navy (manpower, logistics, and operational/ training 
activities), the Air Force, airline companies, and aircraft manufacturers. 
(See app. I for a complete list of the agencies and organizations we vis- 
ited.) We also reviewed related DOD and Navy policies, directives, corre- . 
spondence, and studies. In addition, we observed both of the ~QMD 

validation teams during on-site squadron visits, tested NAVMEC'S applica- 
tion of work load data, and assessed the reliability of NAVMEC'S computer 
model for deriving squadron manpower requirementsWe conducted this 
review during the period July 1984 through August 1986, in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards, 
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Chapter 2 

Problems With the Detemnination of Maqowkr 
Requirements for Aircraft Squadron Positions 

Currently, the Navy is unable to fully justify the squadron manpower 
requirements it has identified because many are established without 
using appropriate management engineering concepts and methods or 
using questionable staffing standards, work load data, work load 
allowances, and workweek availability factors. As a result of these 
shortcomings, the credibility of the Navy’s squadron manpower require- 
ments is subject to question. 

Nbvy Has No Staffing Squadron manpower requirements, other than those for flight crews, are 

Standards for Many either derived from staffing standards or are directed by the CNO based 

Positions 
, 

on other criteria. Staffing standards are mathematical equations that 
determine the number of positions needed, based on measured or pro- 
jected work load. Directed requirements are those based on corporate 
judgment rather than being associated with a particular measurable 
work load. 

The Navy needs staffing standards covering as much of the workforce 
as feasible to manage its manpower effectively and to credibly deter- 
mine its manpower needs. These standards must be based on a reason- 
ably accurate computation of work load. For those jobs where it is not 
practical to develop work load-based standards, manpower require- 
ments should be based on written guidelines that state the procedures to 
be followed in determining and documenting the need for these posi- 
tions. The need for any positions established through this approach, like 
those based on work load, should be periodically reviewed. 

1 
Ta)de 2.1: Dlrected Manpower 
R~qulremonts as of May 1985 

I 

As of May 1986, all ground officer requirements (over 13 percent of all 
squadron officer manpower requirements) and almost 20 percent of the 
ground enlisted position requirements were cNo-directed. (See table 2.1.) 

b 

Total Directed 
Personnel requirements requirements 
Officer 13,427 1,765 (13.2%) 
Enlisted 71,432 14,079 (19.7%) 
Total 84,859 15,844 (18.7%) 

Requirements for Ground 
O lf ficers 

Ground officer positions include a variety of support and administrative 
positions, such as flight surgeons and legal, maintenance, intelligence, 
and training officers. All ground officer positions are directed positions. 
They are not based on measured work load but on what the Navy refers 
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Chapter 2 
Roblema With the Determination of 
Manpower RequIrementa for Aircraft 
&puuhn PodtIonn 

to as a ground officer “algorithm.” While this term suggests a system- 
atic mathematical approach to developing requirements, as used here it 
represents a list of positions the Navy believes are required, based 
largely on corporate management judgment, 

The Navy has no written guidelines for establishing ground officer 
requirements, and it has inadequate records to support the requirements 
ultimately established. According to CNO officials, ground officer 
requirements are established annually through a series of meetings 
attended by various representatives of the aviation community- 
including the CNO and functional and type commands (such as Com- 
mander, Naval Air Forces, and U.S. Atlantic Fleet). When the require- 
ments are approved by the DCNO(MPT), they are forwarded to NAVMEX for 
use in developing a squadron’s manpower requirements document. 
NAVMEC does not validate the information. 

According to a CNO official, the ground officer requirements are not 
based on measurable work load, but on historical precedent and on judg- 
ments on how to 

l provide squadrons with non-flying officers who can assume command 
and control functions during periods of heavy combat flight operations, 

l provide a career development path for ground officers, and 
. balance the inventory of ground officers in the Navy by assigning them 

to squadrons in some equitable fashion. 

A 1981 CNo-contracted study of the Navy’s development of officer 
requirements criticized the Navy’s methodology, stating that the “meth- 
odology used is not sufficiently quantitative in nature to provide ade- 
quate justification for the ground officer requirements.“3 The cNo-level 
working group that reviewed the study recommended that the CNO pre- . 
pare ground officer staffing guides, which would be reviewed by the 
Functional Wing Commander, the Type Commander, and the Com- 
mander in Chief for each squadron in the Navy. The group also recom- 
mended that each staffing guide contain a set of fixed ground officer 
requirements considered vital to that squadron, regardless of the 
squadron population. Further, the group recommended that, after these 
requirements were established, requirements for ground officers for 
administrative support be determined by aircraft type. Once these steps 

;wment of Officer Requirements Study (Resource Consultants, Inc., N00014-81-C-0126, June 
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Chapter 2 
Problema With the Determination of 
Manpower Requlrement8 for Ahcraft 
Squadron Poeitio~ 

were accomplished, the working group proposed that the ground officer 
requirements be entered into NAVMEC'S automated data base. 

The CNO did not adopt all of the working group’s recommendations but, 
in June 1986, directed NAVMEC to develop an improved methodology for 
establishing ground officer requirements. As of August 1986, however, 
the methodology had not yet been developed. 

Rtquirements for Directed The CNO also directs requirements for almost 20 percent of ground 
G t ound Enlisted Personnel enlisted positions. These positions include those for command master 

chiefs, certain squadron aircraft maintenance supervisors, maintenance 
I quality assurance personnel, security and fire watch personnel, and 

career counselors. Once these positions are established, requirements , are automatically included in a squadron’s manpower-requirements doc- 
ument. Similar to ground officer requirements, the CNO has no proce- 
dures describing how directed requirements are to be determined and no 
documentation to support the directed requirements that currently 
exist. 

Although rigorous staffing standards for all positions are probably not 
feasible, the need for o-directed positions cannot be validated without 
documentation of their rationale. In the absence of adequate documenta- 
tion, some positions may be perpetuated longer than necessary. 

Abency Comments and Our DOD agreed that staffing standards and improved documentation proce- 
Evaluation dures for ground officers and some enlisted requirements are needed. A 

ground officer staffing standard is expected to be approved by the CNO 

by October 1987. For ground enlisted requirements, DOD agreed that 
written procedures and documentation need improvement and stated b 
that improved guidelines and procedures will be developed by the end of 
fiscal year 1987 and pertinent standards developed by the end of fiscal 
year 1989. 

DOD believes that most ground enlisted requirements are documented in 
various CNO instructions, and expressed concern that readers might infer 
that directed requirements are not really valid. DOD stated that these 
requirements receive extensive scrutiny and are “rigorously verified by 
SQMD analysts during on-site manpower surveys using work measure- 
ment techniques.” 
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While we agree that the authority for most of the ground enlisted 
requirements are cited in various CNO instructions, there is very little in 
those instructions to provide the rationale for determining how many 
and what types of positions are needed. In the absence of this kind of 
documentation, analysts reviewing squadron manpower needs have 
little basis for judging whether such positions are still needed. 

1 

Sohe SQMD Program In determining all other ground enlisted manpower requirements, 

Data Elements Are Not NAVMEC uses a manpower modeling system whereby staffing standards 

Ac+urate 
and the projected weekly work load for a squadron work center are sim- 
ulated on computers. As part of this process, maintenance work load is 
increased by adding allowances to account for certain nonproductive 
time. Then, the total weekly required hours are divided by the produc- 
tive hours available in a week to derive the quantity of enlisted posi- 
tions needed for that work center. For the Navy to establish minimum 
squadron ground enlisted manpower requirements, such SQMD program 
data elements as staffing standards, work load data, work load 
allowances, and Navy workweek time factors must be accurate. 

Staffing Standards 

Standards Have Not Eken 

The Navy uses staffing standards to relate tasking to manpower 
equivalents. In the SQMD program, staffing standards consist of either 
equations or factors such as aircraft maintenance manhours per flight 
hour. In reviewing these standards, we found that they have not been 
periodically updated and are not based on efficiency reviews. 

It is generally recognized that staffing standards should be periodically 
reviewed because operations can change over time, thus rendering stan- 
dards inaccurate. Defense guidance specifies that all standards are to be 
reviewed at least once every 3 years4 While Navy guidance also recog- 
nizes the need for periodic update, it specifies no time period for per- 
forming such a review. To aid in the periodic assessment and 
revalidation of program elements, Navy regulations also require that 
supporting documentation of updates be maintained. 

According to NAVMEC personnel, SQMD staffing standards were initially 
developed in the 1970s. However, according to Navy officials, some of 
the records documenting the procedures, analyses, and results of the 

“DOD Instruction 6010.37, “Efficiency Review and Resource Requirements Determination,” Feb. 7, 
1986. 
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P dards Are Not Based on 
E+fficiency Reviews 

original standard development processes were discarded after SQhtD ana- 
lysts encountered difficulty in interpreting the data. 

Of the original SQMD standards, only certain aspects of some standards 
have been updated. While the age of staffing standards does not neces- 
sarily mean that they are no longer accurate, they should be periodically 
reviewed to ensure accuracy and continued applicability. The officer in 
charge of the SQMD Standards Review Branch said that standards are 
usually updated when SQMD analysts, during the normal course of devel- 
oping SQMDS, recognize problems or deficiencies, when new equipment 
items or organizational changes cause existing standards to become inac- 
curate, or when other factors arise which cause the standards to become 
outdated. 

According to SQMD officials, standards have not been reviewed as speci- 
fied in Defense guidance because of 

. a lack of people in the Standards Review Branch, 

. a lack of staff continuity and loss of productivity created by the rotation 
of military personnel, and 

l a lack of travel funds to allow for the on-site gathering of data at spe- 
cific squadrons. 

To ensure that its squadron manpower requirements reflect actual war- 
time needs, the Navy needs to periodically review all SQMD staffing stan- 
dards. We believe that the Navy needs to specify a time frequency for 
reviewing staffing standards and to maintain supporting documentation 
for the standards. 

Defense criteria (DOD Instruction 6010.37) requires that staffing stan- b 
dards be based on the most efficient method of performing the function 
under review. The guidance states that it is applicable to all organiza- 
tions, both fixed-site and deployable, and that the same policies and pro- 
cedures should be used when practicable in combat units and 
organizations. 

Efficiency reviews involve examinations of actual work processes and 
work flows to identify work methods or organizational arrangements 
that may be nonessential, duplicative, or otherwise inefficient. The 
Navy does not perform these reviews with regard to squadron opera- 
tions, and consequently, is establishing manpower requirements based 
on work load data that may include inefficiencies in the way work is 
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now done. Such a process tends to reward the less efficient squadrons 
by increasing the documented number of work hours, thereby ultimately 
resulting in more manpower requirements than would be necessary if 
the work were done efficiently. 

The absence of efficiency reviews casts doubt on the accuracy of the 
Navy’s squadron manpower requirements. We believe that the Navy 
should require that efficiency reviews be performed before developing 
and updating SQMD staffing standards to ensure that standards are based 
on the most efficient work methods. 

Age&y Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

I 

DOD agreed that full supporting documentation of SQMD staffing stan- 
dards has not been maintained and, in the past, staffing standards have 
not been formally reviewed on a rigorous, periodic basis. DOD noted that 
corrective action is underway, requiring that all new or revalidated 
standards submitted by NAVMEC for CNO approval contain all supporting 
documentation and position justifications for permanent files and that 
standards be reviewed at least every 3 years. However, DOD did not 
agree that its efficiency review guidance requires method studies in 
combat units such as squadrons, and noted that the Navy is applying 
efficiency review procedures in the SQMD program to the maximum 
extent feasible, employing techniques to minimize work load inflation, 
duplication of tasks, and inappropriate tasking. 

DOD's efficiency review guidance states that efficiency review “policies 
and procedures should be used when practicable in combat units or 
organizations.” There is no indication that the feasibility of applying 
these procedures to aircraft squadrons has been studied and found to be 
impractical, or that the SQMD program generally employs the kinds of 
techniques cited by DOD. b 

Work Load Data In determining an aircraft squadron’s ground enlisted manpower 
requirements, NAVMEC must establish the squadron’s work load. This 
work load is largely comprised of maintenance work, which generates 
about 62.6 percent of a squadron’s ground enlisted manpower require- 
ments and consists of three categories: 

l Corrective maintenance refers to work accomplished on an unscheduled 
basis to correct equipment and part malfunctions, failures, deteriora- 
tion, or depletion. 
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Calculation of Corrective 
Maintenance Work Load 

l Planned maintenance refers to work performed to accomplish scheduled 
maintenance actions, such as systematic, periodic inspections to main- 
tain equipment in satisfactory operating conditions and to detect pos- 
sible causes of equipment or part failures. 

. Indirect maintenance refers to administrative support work actions 
associated with the internal functioning of the squadron, facilities main- 
tenance work, which includes routine housekeeping of assigned spaces; 
and utility tasking, which involves the temporary assignment of 
squadron personnel to ad-hoc working parties aboard carriers to per- 
form such miscellaneous work as onloading of food and supplies. 

We found that the ways in which these work loads are calculated are 
subject to question and that work load data is inadequately documented 
and verified. 

To establish a squadron’s predicted wartime corrective maintenance 
work load, NAVMEC uses regression analyses to determine the statistical 
relationship between work load and various levels of flight activity 
based on past performance. For example, corrective maintenance time 
required for a given aircraft can be related in an algebraic formula or 
equation to flying hours and expressed as maintenance manhours per 
flight hour. Once this relationship is determined, maintenance require- 
ments for a number of projected operating tempos can be predicted, 
such as the maintenance manhours per flight hour or per flight sortie or 
per the maximum number of flight hours reported in a given period. 
This technique allows NAVMEC to choose a projected maintenance man- 
hour figure from predicted wartime operational levels. 

NAVMEC has limited guidance on how to select predicted squadron correc- 
tive maintenance work load. The NAVMEC analyst responsible for this b 
task stated that he was following the oral instructions of a predecessor. 
In making a maintenance manhour work load selection, the analyst told 
us that the concerned squadron’s work load data is compared with work 
load data from a similar squadron, and a subjective decision is then 
made on which data will be used to calculate maintenance manpower 
requirements for that squadron. We observed that NAVMEC usually 
selects a work load that closely matches the work load used in devel- 
oping the prior manpower requirements document. The NAVMEC analysts 
who make the selections told us that the work load figure selected is 
usually higher than that used in the previous document because they 
believe that the aircraft will probably require more maintenance as it 
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gets older. However, they acknowledged that this logic ignores the peri- 
odic overhaul of aircraft, which could tend to stabilize the amount of 
maintenance performed. The repeated selection of the higher work load 
will tend to provide for a gradual, but steady, increase in SQMD require- 
ments over time. We believe that the methodology for predicting and 
selecting future squadron maintenance work load should be based on 
statistically accepted methods and should be clearly documented. 

In commenting on a draft of this report, DOD agreed that, in the past, the 
procedures for calculating corrective maintenance work load were not 
fully standardized. They stated, however, that the CNO has since 
directed NAVMEZC to develop a standardized, statistically valid procedure 
based on comprehensive maintenance data review and documentation. 
This development is underway and scheduled for completion by the end 
of fiscal year 1987. DOD also said that several interim improvements 
have been made based on analysis of procedures to date. 

Calculation of Planned 
Maintenance Work Load 

The Navy has developed planned maintenance tasks for each type of 
Navy aircraft and has estimated the time to accomplish each task. In 
determining manpower requirements, NAVMIX totals the estimated times 
for doing these tasks to establish the planned maintenance work load of 
a squadron. However, the estimated times to perform these tasks are not 
necessarily representative of the actual time needed to perform them 
since the estimates are not determined by engineered work measurement 
techniques, such as time studies or work sampling. Instead, according to 
aircraft manufacturers and Navy officials, the time allowed for per- 
forming a planned maintenance task is based on the judgment of individ- 
uals who have worked on that aircraft or on a similar aircraft. 

Although, according to Navy officials, their procedures call for a valida- b 

tion of the necessity for the maintenance requirement tasks by the air- 
craft manufacturer and the cognizant Navy activity, these processes do 
not ensure the accuracy of time estimates for performing planned main- 
tenance tasks. Navy officials said that the verification of the estimated 
time to perform a maintenance task is done only on an exception basis- 
that is, when a squadron challenges the time allowed. When done, veri- 
fying personnel said that they do not do any work measurement studies, 
but rather they rely on information provided by work center personnel. 

Because the Navy does not have an adequate method for ensuring the 
accuracy of data on time needed to perform maintenance tasks and does 
not use engineered work measurement techniques in establishing the 
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time for performing aircraft planned maintenance tasks, the NAVMEC 

methodology of establishing squadron planned maintenance work load 
does not adequately support established maintenance manpower 
requirements. We believe that the Navy should ensure the accuracy of 
planned maintenance work load used in establishing maintenance man- 
power requirements by requiring the use of acceptable work measure- 
ment techniques in establishing the time anticipated for performing 
aircraft planned maintenance tasks. 

Calculation of Indirect Maintenance Since indirect work load duties-such as routine cleaning, painting, and 
Work Load storing supplies- require no specialized skills and anyone in the 

squadron can perform them, SQMD regulations state that no positions are 
supposed to be established solely for indirect maintenance. However, the 
SQhiD computer model was programmed to add the indirect maintenance 
work load of each work center in the squadron’s maintenance depart- 
ment to the work center’s maintenance work load, and the total work 
load is divided by the applicable Navy productive workweek figure to 
calculate manpower requirements for the work center. 

If the result of a computation has a fractional manpower requirement, 
the computer is programmed to round it off to a whole number. For 
small units, a position would be added if the work load exceeds the base- 
line requirements by 6 percent of the work load one person could accom- 
plish. For larger units, a position would not be added unless the work 
load exceeds the baseline requirement by at least 60 percent of the work 
load one person could accomplish. For example, in a carrier-baaed 
squadron unit with a requirement for one position, another position 
would be added if work load data is greater than 1.06 positions. How- 
ever, in a unit with 10 manpower requirements, another position would 
be added only if work load data is greater than 10.6 positions. b 

Since the SQMD rounding process could overstate total manpower 
requirements if indirect maintenance requirements are computed on a 
work center basis and there are a number of small work centers, the 
manpower requirement for these types of duties should be computed on, 
at least, a department-wide basis. Allocating this work on a department- 
wide basis is feasible since indirect maintenance requires no specific 
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skills. In a similar situation identified in our review of the ship man- 
power document program, the Navy agreed to allow indirect work load 
to cross work-center lines within a department.6 

.equate Controls on the 
Iracy of Work Load Data 

The Navy does not provide adequate checks to ensure that work centers 
properly document maintenance data. Navy procedures require work 
center supervisors to certify the correctness of maintenance documenta- 
tion. This is the only check on the accuracy of the time recorded for 
performing maintenance tasks. Other Navy maintenance work load 
review processes involve only ensuring that the data is in the proper 
format for computer processing and do not address the accuracy of the 
time reported for the performance of maintenance tasks. 

Because NAVMEC has to predict squadron corrective maintenance work 
load to calculate maintenance manpower requirements, SQMD validation 
teams are supposed to verify work load data during their on-site 
squadron visits and are responsible for finding any cases of squadron 
over- or understatement of work load and for making necessary adjust- 
ments to the predicted work load. We found that the SJMD teams do not 
review squadron maintenance documentation for accuracy and make no 
adjustments to NAVMEC-predicted maintenance work load. Furthermore, 
their current approach toward verification of work load data is subjec- 
tive. The teams compare computed requirements based on the 
squadron’s monthly maintenance production reports for the most recent 
6-month period, estimates of manpower needs based on discussion with 
maintenance work-center supervisors or senior work-center personnel 
and the NAvMEc-established requirements. From this comparison, they 
subjectively decide on the positions to be recommended to DCNO(MPT) as 
needed. In many instances, these decisions are made without visiting 
any work centers to review maintenance documentation or to observe b 

ongoing work. 

Some independent verification of data accuracy is required as an 
internal control mechanism to maintain the validity of the manpower 
system. We believe that the Navy should strengthen the validation pro- 
cess for aircraft squadron corrective and planned maintenance work 
load by requiring an independent, periodic review of the accuracy of 
reported maintenance work load. 

5Navy Manpower: Improved ShipManpower Document Program Could Reduce Requirements (GAO/ 
NSIADS6-49, Mar. lQS6). 
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We also found some inconsistency in the criteria used by various SQMD 

teams, which creates questions about the accuracy of work load data 
and resulting manpower requirements. In a number of cases, we found 
that the SQMD teams analyzed the squadron’s maintenance production 
reports using different criteria regarding what data to include in calcu- 
lating maintenance manpower requirements. For example, in one loca- 
tion, planned maintenance data was included; in another location, it was 
not included. In a test of the effect of these differences we found that 
applying the different criteria to one helicopter maintenance work 
center resulted in estimates of 1‘2 and 14 as the number of enlisted posi- 
tions needed. 

These problems seem to exist because NAVMEC'S implementing procedures 
lack specificity. Existing procedures require that a verification of pre- 
dicted corrective maintenance work load data be performed, but they do 
not state how this should be done. 

The SQMD teams’ inconsistent approach raises questions about the accu- 
racy of maintenance manpower requirements. We believe that the teams 
should validate aircraft squadron historical maintenance data by ana- 
lyzing data and other materials related to work load to ensure that 
maintenance work is properly reported and accurately recorded. 

Agency Comments and Our 
Evaluation 

DOD said that corrective maintenance data receives independent verifica- 
tion because such data is under constant review as part of unit inspec- 
tions and surveys by the Navy Maintenance Support Office, the Navy 
Management Systems Support Office, Fleet Commanders, and Navy Air 
Systems Command. While we recognize that there are other maintenance 
work load reviews, we saw no evidence that they deal with the accuracy 
of maintenance task time data. . 

Work Load Allowances SQMD program officials indicated that the documented work load of 
maintenance work centers does not adequately account for the total 
time required of a work center in performing required maintenance. In 
order to compensate for this, certain allowances are added to the main- 
tenance work load: 

l &productivity allowance is applied to productive work hours to reflect 
delays caused by worker fatigue, environmental effects, personal needs, 
and unavoidable interruptions. A factor of 20 percent is applied to such 
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Productivity Allowance 

Fr&uction Delay Allowance 

productive work as planned maintenance, administrative support, facili- 
ties maintenance, and utility tasking. 

l Aroduction delay allowance is applied to corrective and planned main- 
tenance to reflect delays such as awaiting parts, transportation, support 
equipment, technical assistance, inclement weather, and other phe- 
nomena that cause work to stop. The factor varies from 0 to 36 percent, 
depending on the individual work centers. 

l A make-ready/out-away allowance is applied to the total prescribed 
planned maintenance manhours per work center. A factor of 30 percent 
is added for time spent obtaining and replacing instruction manuals, 
tools, and materials; transit to and from the work area; removal of inter- 
ference; and necessary cleanup. 

We found that these allowances are higher than those cited by DOD, were 
not based on engineered studies, were not reviewed, and were improp- 
erly applied. 

As support for its use of a 20-percent productivity allowance rate, the 
Navy referred us to a textbook on work measurement6 While this 
source, as well as additional materials we examined, generally support 
the use of a productivity allowance, it does not justify a 20-percent rate. 
Rather, it recommends that this allowance should be developed and doc- 
umented using appropriate work measurement techniques, as in the 
establishment of any allowance. This means that the percentage factor 
could vary, depending on the type of operation studied. We believe that 
the Navy should conduct an engineered work measurement study to 
determine and document what a reasonable productivity allowance 
should be. 

The production delay allowance is used to account for squadron mainte- 
nance personnel not being productively employed at all times. Adding 
additional time to work load to offset this situation increases the total 
maintenance work load used to compute maintenance manpower 
requirements. 

The production delay allowance generally falls into the category of 
allowances referred to in DOD guidance as special delay allowances.’ This 

Ralph M. Barnes, Work SampI&& New York: Wiley, 1967. 

‘DOD 6010.16.1-M, “Standardization of Work Measurement,” June 13, 1977. 
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Make-Heady/Put-Away Allowance 

guidance states that no special delay-allowance percentage should be 
applied without an engineered backup study. 

According to maintenance personnel in two squadrons and SQMD per- 
sonnel, production delays are normally included in the time reported for 
performing a given maintenance action so long as the delay time does 
not exceed one hour. Also, when delays reach an hour squadron work 
center supervisors usually assign their people to other jobs so that they 
do not stand idle. Furthermore, Navy officials have no engineered 
backup studies supporting the need for this allowance. They said that an 
engineered study was performed when the allowance was established in 
the 19709, but that the study is no longer available and has not been 
updated since the allowance was established. 

In the absence of any quantitative data or studies demonstrating the 
validity of the allowance, the Navy is in a position of not being certain 
that such an allowance is needed or how much it ought to be. We believe 
that the Navy should perform an engineered work measurement study 
to determine whether its production delay allowance is required. 

According to Navy officials, the amount of time established for each 
planned maintenance task is measured from start of work to completion, 
exclusive of time needed to prepare for work or to clean up the area 
when work is finished. NAVMEC currently adds a 30-percent make-ready/ 
put-away allowance to the anticipated time for performing each 
required planned maintenance task. This assumes that there is a make- 
ready/put-away action before and after each individual task. However, 
maintenance workers normally do not perform make-ready/put-away 
actions before and after each task. Instead, they generally perform only 
one make-ready/put-away action per work shift or per group of tasks . 
such as a particular type of inspection. It would seem to be more reason- 
able to give credit for make-ready/put-away actions based on the 
number and duration of such actions rather than the number of indi- 
vidual tasks. 

The DOD work measurement guidance concerning work load allowances 
provides for a make-ready/put-away allowance of no more than 4.2 per- 
cent. This allowance is based on one make-ready session at the beginning 
of a work shift and one put-away session at the end of the shift. While 
this may be too restrictive for squadron operations since several mainte- 
nance actions may be completed in a given work shift (especially on car- 
riers where the normal maintenance work shift is 12 rather than 8 
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hours), a 30percent make-ready/put-away allowance of almost 2 hours 
for make-ready/put-away activities per &hour shift of planned mainte- 
nance seems excessive. We believe that the Navy should conduct an 
engineered study to determine and document how much time should be 
allowed for the make-ready/put-away work load allowance. 

lqiew of Allowances 

1 

None of the aircraft squadron work load allowances have been reviewed 
since their establishment about 10 years ago. As best we could deter- 
mine from our discussions with various Navy officials, the productivity 
allowance percentage was reportedly adopted from private industry, 
and the production delay and the make-ready/put-away allowance per- 
centages were developed by a team of SQMD analysts who visited a 
number of aircraft squadrons to perform extensive work measurement 
studies. Because limited records are available documenting the proce- 
dures, analyses, and results of the original development process, how- 
ever, we could not verify that work measurement studies were done. 

DOD and Navy criteria require that data elements used in calculating 
manpower requirements be kept current. DOD criteria cites a 3-year 
update interval, Navy guidance requires that allowances be kept current 
but does not specify how frequently allowances should be updated. The 
Navy guidance also requires that supporting documentation be retained 
to aid in the periodic reassessments and revalidations of allowances. 
Although age does not automatically mean that allowances are no longer 
accurate, the absence of reviews and the lack of supporting data place 
the Navy in a position of being unable to ensure the accuracy of the 
allowances. We believe that the Navy should establish a policy speci- 
fying the frequency for reviewing squadron work load allowances in 
accordance with DOD guidance. In addition, the need for documentation 
to support the allowances should be reemphasized. b 

I 
Application of Work Load 
Allowances 

NAVMEC'S computer application of squadron work load allowances on 
planned maintenance work load data uses a formula that results in an 
inappropriate compounding of the data. As currently programmed, the 
computer calculates the total planned maintenance work load by multi- 
plying the base planned maintenance work load (expressed in hours) by 
the make-ready/put-away allowance and then multiplying the result of 
this calculation by the sum of the productivity allowance and the 
production delay allowance- total PM=(base PM)x( 1 +MR/PA)x 
(1 +[PA+PD]). This creates a compounding effect, the net result of which 
is that planned maintenance work load is inflated by at least 6 percent 
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and by as much as 16.6 percent in work centers where the full 36per- 
cent production delay allowance is used. 

Logically, this compounding of allowances appears inappropriate. For 
example, applying the productivity allowance to the make-ready/put- 
away allowance implies that such factors as worker fatigue and per- 
sonal needs will cause delays in the workers’ make-ready/put-away 
activities. However, this seems unlikely, particularly during the make- 
ready portion of a worker’s activities at the start of a shift. Likewise, 
applying the production delay allowance to the make-ready/put-away 
allowance implies that workers will also experience delays in per- 
forming this part of their work. This seems to be double counting since 
supervisors with idle workers would probably have them preparing 
their work area or cleaning up. 

With this compounding, the total work load allowances can exceed 100 
percent of the base work load. For example, in a work center having 200 
hours of planned maintenance work load and where the maximum 36 
percent production delay allowance is used, the total allowance per- 
centage applied to the base work load should total 86 percent (the 20- 
percent productivity allowance plus the 30-percent make-ready/put- 
away allowance plus the 36-percent production delay allowance 
equaling 86 percent). However, the actual allowance percentage would 
be 101.6 percent of the base work load because of the compounding 
effect. That is, while the productivity allowance is nominally 20 percent, 
the effective percentage turns out to be 26 percent because it is applied 
after time for make-ready/put-away has been added to the base work 
load. The production delay allowance is similarly computed, changing 
the maximum nominal rate of 36 percent to an effective rate of 46.6 
percent. (See table 2.2.) 

Tabh 2.2: Application of Work Load 
Allokancrr to Planned Maintenance 
Work Load 

Computation 
30% make-ready/put-away allowance times 200 hours 
base work load 

. 

Allowance 
Nonproductive Effective 

hour8 percentage 
60 30.0 

20% productivity allowance times 260 hours (base work 
load plus make-ready/put-away allowance hours) 
35% production delay allowance times 260 hours (base 
work load plus make-ready/put-away allowance hours) 
Total 

52 26.0 

91 45.5 

203 101.5 
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Improper compounding of work load allowances can distort the accu- 
racy of manpower requirements. For example, we found that the base 
planned maintenance work load for a training squadron before the 
application of any work load allowances totaled 409.27 hours a week. 
NAVMEC’S computer applied the work load allowances to include the com- 
pounding effect described above, resulting in total planned maintenance 
hours of 602.74 a week. We recomputed the application of allowances, 
eliminating the compounding. Our computation resulted in total planned 
maintenance hours of 676.61 a week-a difference of 26.13 hours. We 
believe that the Navy should modify the NAVMEC computer model to elim- 
inate the improper compounding effect of work load allowances. 

DOD agreed that the production delay allowance is insufficiently docu- 
mented and stated that it will be deleted from all SQMD manpower 
requirements calculations by the end of fiscal year 1987, unless the need 
for it can be fully documented. DOD agreed that the amount of all 
allowances is not now supported by full documentation and said that 
studies will be undertaken to revalidate the level of all allowances by 
the end of fiscal year 1989. 

DOD stated that, although the instruction on work load allowances does 
not sufficiently describe productivity-limiting conditions appropriate to 
the actual conditions of work performance experienced in deployed 
Navy squadrons aboard ship or at shore facilities, at least a 20-percent 
productivity allowance for squadron work can be reasonably derived. 
However, DOD provided no additional specific support for the use of a 
generalized productivity allowance of 20 percent. 

N;kvy Workweeks The Navy standard workweek for squadron manpower planning pur- b 
poses depends on whether a squadron is assigned to an aircraft carrier 
or to an air station. For carrier-based squadrons, the standard work- 
week is 70 hours; and for shore-based squadrons, it is usually 40 hours. 
As shown in table 2.3, these workweeks are adjusted to compensate for 
the time individuals are expected to be unavailable to perform their 
duties, thus determining the amount of productive time available in a 
week. The total productive workweek hours are used to calculate air- 
craft squadron ground enlisted manpower requirements. 
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Table 2.3: Squadron Productive 
Workweeks (Hours) 

Documentation for Workweeks 

Shore-baaed Shore-based 
squadrons squadrons 

Carrier-based 
(where (where 

dependents dependents are 
squadrons are atithorlred) n6t authorized) 

70.00 40.00 57.00 Standard workweek 

Training -3.50 -1 .a3 -3.00 

Service diversiona -3.50 -3.00 -3.00 

Leave b -1 .I35 b 
-- 

Holidays b -1.38 b 
-- 

Net productive workweek 63.00 31.94 51.00 

%ervice dlversion Includes miscellaneous actions such as sick call. 

bProductive workweeks do not consider leave or holidays while at sea or at shore activities where 
dependents are not authorized. 

We found that the Navy has no documentation supporting its work- 
weeks and that the accuracy of its at-sea and shore-activities work- 
weeks has been questioned. 

According to a 1979 Naval Audit Service report, the productive work- 
week for carrier-based squadrons was established in 1967, or about 20 
years ago, in order to be more consistent with the ship’s standard work- 
week.A The validity of the ship’s workweek, however, is not necessarily 
a valid standard. It was reportedly developed by a Navy ad-hoc group 
without any direct input from ship commanding officers. The produc- 
tive workweek for shore-based squadrons was established in the mid- 
1960s using time allowances that were determined judgmentally. 

The Navy could provide no documentation to support the accuracy of 
Navy workweek figures. According to a Navy official, the workweek 
figures represent “a best guess,” and the Navy performed no in-depth, 
scientific studies in initially developing these figures. 

. 

According to DOD work measurement specialists, the Navy’s workweek 
figures should be updated because of the long time period that has 
elapsed since they were established. Also, during our work, SQMD valida- 
tion team members told us that the Navy at-sea workweek figures are 
not representative of actual conditions. 

*Review of Navy Military Strength and Manpower Management (Naval Audit Service, Audit Report 
C37 128, April 10,1979). 
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At-Sea Workweek The 1979 Naval Audit Service report cited a 1976 Navy Personnel 
Research and Development Center report,8 which stated that the 
standard workweek for carrier-based squadrons understates the actual 
number of hours worked by these squadrons. In addition, the Naval 
Audit Service report stated that the at-sea workweek hours were rou- 
tinely exceeded. 

The Naval Audit Service report recommended that the Navy conduct a 
study aimed at revising the standard at-sea workweek used for calcu- 
lating manpower requirements. In responding to this recommendation, 
the Navy said that such a study would not be cost-beneficial because of 
the typical variance between manpower authorizations and require- 
ments. Since, at that time, about 16 percent fewer positions had been 
funded than needed, the Navy saw no need for changes to the at-sea 
workweek. A CNO aviation manpower analyst told us, however, that cur- 
rently the Navy funds nearly all manpower requirements for operating 
forces, including carrier-baaed squadrons. 

The use of an understated standard workweek results in an overstate- 
ment of manpower requirements. The 1979 Naval Audit Service report 
estimated that, because of this problem, carrier-based squadron man- 
power requirements were overstated by 7 percent (2,100) which, if 
funded, would cost $21.2 million a year at that time (based on fiscal 
year 1979 budget figures of $10,096 per funded military position). 

Sho&Activities Workweek According to the 1979 Naval Audit Service report, the Navy recognized 
differences in the Navy and Air Force productive workweek time factors 
for shore activities in 1976; and, being unable to substantiate the reason 
for the differences, requested that the Navy Personnel Research and 
Development Center determine whether shore-based Navy people had b 
less time available for productive work than comparable people in other 
military services. The study concluded that the Navy’s productive time 
factor for shore activities was understated. In 1979, the Naval Audit 
Service updated the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center 
study, finding again that the Navy productive time factor was too low. 
The Naval Audit Service report supported a time factor which, at that 
time, was about the same as the Air Force’s factor. Any misstatement of 
productive time distorts the Navy’s calculated manpower requirements. 
According to the 1979 Naval Audit Service report, the Navy, in not using 

%vestigation of the Navy Workweek at Sea (Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, 
Sped Report 76-2, Sept. 1976). 
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the updated Navy Personnel Research and Development Center time 
factor, overstated manpower requirements by 4,760 positions. At that 
time, this amounted to about $48 million a year in potential savings. 

The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center recently com- 
pleted a study of one shore-baaed workweek element, the “service diver- 
sion” time factor of the shore-based standard workweek. The Navy is 
now in the process of increasing its shore activities productive work- 
week from 31.94 hours to 33.38 hours per week. We believe that the 
Navy should similarly reevaluate the validity of all its standard 
workweeks. 

Comments and Our DOD stated that all Navy workweek factors used for sea and shore man- 
power planning were updated in OPNAVINST 1000.16F (Manual of Navy 
Total Force Manpower Policies and Procedures) in August 1986. The 
standard workweeks for carrier-baaed and shore-baaed combat squad- 
rons are now more representative of actual experience in the field. DOD 

stressed, however, that it should be recognized that the standard work- 
weeks represent manpower planning factors for what “should be” not 
necessarily “what is” since peacetime observations of operations cannot 
fully describe how work should be performed in wartime. For non- 
combat squadrons and other shore activities, the Navy standardized the 
workweek to coincide with the recent documented workweek studies of 
the other services. 

ntributor to SQMD . 

During the course of our review, we observed a number of areas where 
limited program support may be contributing to some of the problems 
we found. In particular we found that 

insufficient travel funds reportedly do not allow ~QMD analysts to gather 
data from a representative sample of squadrons; 
fewer personnel have been assigned than authorized; 
staff turnover is high and personnel assigned to the program often lack 
manpower experience; and 
the training provided for personnel assigned to the program does not 
meet operational needs. 

While analyzing these support issues in detail was beyond the scope of 
this review, these issues should be examined to ensure that they do not 
adversely affect the Navy’s efforts to improve the SQMD program. If they 
are adversely affecting the program, converting some positions to 
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civilian positions and instituting a Navy manpower career field might 
help remedy these problems. 

Insufficient Travel Funds 
Reportedly Hamper Data 
Gathering 

I 

Since most efforts to develop and review staffing standards necessitate 
research and data collection at multiple locations, travel costs can be 
significant. However, because of insufficient travel funds, WD analysts 
report that they have been largely confining their data-gathering efforts 
to two local Naval Air Stations. Data gathered at only two locations in a 
single geographic area does not ensure that the results will be suffi- 
ciently representative of all Navy squadrons, thereby undermining the 
accuracy of the standards review function. 

Fewer Personnel Have Been 
AssFgned Than Authorized 

To be effective, a manpower determination program must be adequately 
staffed. We found that the SQMD program, however, was staffed with 
fewer people than the number authorized to operate the program. 
Although the SQMD program was authorized 31 positions, only 24 of 
those positions (77 percent) were filled as of March 1986. The Valida- 
tion Branch had filled 4 of 6 (67 percent) of its authorized positions, and 
the Standards Review Branch had filled only 4 of 9 (44 percent) of its 
authorized positions. 

Not only has the SQMD program not received its full authorization of per- 
sonnel, some important positions were vacant. For example, we found 
that the Standards Review Branch had no full-time person in charge, the 
previous officer-in-charge having rotated to a new assignment over a 
year ago. At the time of our review, the officer-in-charge of the Develop- 
ment/Analysis and Production Branch was also responsible for the Stan- 
dards Review Branch. According to this officer, such collateral duty 
arrangements make it difficult to devote the time, effort, and leadership b 
necessary to ensure that reviews of SQMD staffing standards are 
performed. 

Personnel Lack Manpower SQMD staff turnover is high, and most SQMD personnel lack previous man- 
Experience power experience, with 60 percent of the officers and 79 percent of the 

enlisted personnel having no previous manpower experience. Also, none 
of the enlisted people assigned to the SQMD program at the time of our 
review had worked there previously. 

Staff turnover in the SQMD program is extensive for two reasons. First, 
63 percent of the enlisted personnel assigned to the SQMD program are 
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enlisted personnel (grades E7 through EQ) with very little time left in 
the service, and they are less likely to serve additional tours in the man- 
power area. A second reason for the high turnover is that all the per- 
sonnel assigned to the program are military personnel, who usually 
rotate at 2- to 3-year intervals. For example, a total of 10 people (about 
one-third of the staff) left the program between October 1984 and Sep- 
tember 1986-about an I l-month period. 

~c@i~ program officials expressed concern that the high turnover causes 
a great loss in productivity resulting from lack of corporate knowledge 
and the constant training requirement. One officer also noted that per- 
sonnel leaving the program seldom have time to properly orient their 
replacements. 

/ 

rsonnel Lack Specialized Lacking experience, SQMD personnel need specialized training. However, 
Taining most personnel in the SQMD program lack such training. On arrival at 

NAVMF!C, enlisted personnel take the NAVMEC Manpower Engineering Tech- 
nician training course. The ~QMD enlisted personnel in the Development/ 
Analysis and Production Branch and the Validation Branch said that the 
course is of limited benefit in preparing them to perform their specific 
duties in the SQMD program. They explained that the course includes 
little information specifically related to the SQMD program and includes 
nothing on the procedures for developing and reviewing squadron man- 
power requirements or for validating squadron requirements on site. 

The Manpower Engineering training course is now being modified to 
make it more beneficial to WD personnel. Under the modified program, 
SQMD personnel will attend the first 6 weeks of the existing training 
course to obtain an understanding of manpower staffing standards 
development techniques. Then, for 2 weeks, their training will be 

b 

directed toward specific duties and responsibilities of the SQMD program. 
~QMD personnel have developed draft lesson guides outlining the training 
to be given during the final 2-week period. Items to be covered include 
WD development, analysis, and production; validation procedures; 
squadron manpower and manning documents; and use of the SQMD pro- 
cedures manual. 

SQMD Program Has No 
Cjivilian Positions 

One possible solution to the problems posed by the lack of experience 
and training of SQMD personnel may be to civilianize some positions 
which could provide increased staff continuity and a better chance of 
getting staff with the manpower planning skills and experience. 
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SQMD personnel said that some positions could readily be civilianized, 
particularly positions which do not require visits to squadrons and 
direct interaction with squadron personnel. However, they also said that 
military personnel drawn from aircraft squadrons should continue to be 
used in areas where their squadron experience makes them better able 
to understand squadron functions and to validate squadron manpower 
needs. 

Navy Has No Career 
Mapmwer Field 

Another proposal that has been offered to improve experience and 
training of personnel in the manpower area is that the Navy institute a 
manpower career field for military personnel. The Congress expressed a 
desire for the Navy to have a manpower career field in its April 1977 
House report on fiscal year 1978 DOD appropriations. In that report, it 
stated that “the Navy would benefit by creating a definite career pat- 
tern for personnel to pursue in the manpower area which would of itself 
be career enhancing.” 

At present, the Navy relies on the Navy Enlisted Classification system 
and the Officer Subspecialty system to provide the required manpower 
personnel. The objective of the Navy Enlisted Classification system is to 
identify enlisted personnel who, through training or experience, have 
obtained specialized skills and knowledge, in addition to their primary 
skill area. For example, enlisted personnel may have a primary job skill 
of aviation mechanic or electronics technician; but, by attending certain 
specified training courses or working in an area for a given amount of 
time, they can obtain additional skills in areas such as manpower. 

The Navy Officer Subspecialty system is aimed at allowing the Navy to 
track and utilize officer expertise in functional areas such as manpower. 
Most officers have both a primary specialty, such as submarine or sur- I 
face warfare, and one or more subspecialties, such as personnel or intel- 
ligence. Navy officials say that they make an effort to assign officers to 
shore duty in positions requiring their subspecialties. 

The high turnover, lack of experience, and lack of training we found 
may indicate that neither the enlisted nor the officer system is working 
to ensure that fully capable personnel with sufficient manpower-related 
experience are assigned to the SQMD program. One possible reason for 
this, according to CNO manpower representatives, is that the Navy has 
not strictly adhered to its policy of assigning personnel to the SQMD pro- 
gram with specialized manpower skills. 
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In several previous reviews, we have recommended the establishment of 
a career field for military personnel in the manpower areaslo The Navy, 
however, has consistently rejected these recommendations since it 
believes that the Navy Enlisted Classification and Officer Subspecialty 
systems are adequate. 

We continue to believe that the Navy’s manpower program is hindered 
by the lack of a manpower career field for military personnel. Our 
examinations of all three of the Navy’s manpower requirements pro- 
grams has revealed limited manpower experience and high turnover 
among the programs’ staff. We believe that staffing the manpower area 
with personnel who have manpower as either a subspecialty or a sec- 
ondary skill requires the Navy to pull these people out of operational 
units where their skills may be in high demand. Establishment of a man- 
power career field could, therefore, allow these personnel to continue 
working in their primary field. Also, it would allow people in the man- 
power area to develop greater professionalism through routine retouring 
and providing career incentives. In a recent report on the capabilities of 
personnel in the systems acquisition field, we recommended that the 
Navy establish a career field in the acquisition area.‘! DOD concurred 
with that recommendation. We believe that the case for a career field in 
the manpower area is as compelling as the case for systems acquisition 
personnel. 

A 

I 

ency Comments and Our DOD did not agree that a lack of travel funds has prevented gathering 
E aluation data from representative squadrons, stating that travel funding is suffi- 

cient for the tri-annual review of all squadron staffing standards and 
other factors. This conflicts with what has been reported by SQMD ana- 
lysts. We did not attempt to reconcile this conflict; however, if f@MD ana- 
lysts are collecting data from only two locations in southern California, b 
there is no assurance that the results will be sufficiently representative 
of operations at other bases in other regions or climates. 

lo% Military and Civilian Managers of Defense manpower: Improvement.$ Possible in Their Fkperi- 
ence, Trahlng, and Rewards, Vol. I and II, (GAO-@ Feb. l&1979); The Navy’s Shore - 
Reqyimnents, Standards, and Manpower Planning~stem (SHORSTAMPS&Does the NavyReally 
%%nt It? (GAO-FRD-SO-29, Feb. 7,19&l); Navy Manpower Management continuing Problema Impaiai 
thebility of Shore JWablkhment Requirementa (GAO/NSIAD-&43, ;Mar. 7,1QS6). 

‘IDOD Acauisition: Strengthening CapabWes of Key DOD Personnel in Systems Acauisition (GAO/ 
NSIAD-86-46, May 1980). 
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DOD agreed that the number of personnel assigned to the SQMD program, 
personnel turnover and experience, and the quality of training have con- 
tributed to the lack of full program documentation. As part of a recent 
restructuring of staff, the SQMD program has been alloted a number of 
civilian positions in order to provide increased staff continuity and man- 
power-related experience. Most authorized military billets are now 
filled, and a formal NAVMEC training course for SQMD analysts has begun. 
DOD did not agree that the Navy should establish a manpower career 
field for military personnel, noting that the Navy would continue to use 
its Officer Subspecialty and Enlisted Classification systems to provide 
manpower management personnel. Since these systems have not pre- 
vented the high turnover, inexperience, and lack of training we found 
among the personnel in the SQMD and other manpower programs, we 
believe that this issue still needs to be addressed. 

Conclusions Aircraft squadron capability and personnel costs depend on an accurate, 
reliable SQMD program for determining the manpower requirements of 
squadrons. Although the SQMD program appears to be conceptually 
sound, improvements need to be made in a number of areas. We found 
that problems exist in how the Navy 

. establishes squadron manpower requirements; 

. develops, reviews, and documents staffing standards, work load 
allowances, and workweek time factors; and 

. measures and documents some maintenance work loads. 

ommendations We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy direct that 

l efficiency reviews be performed before developing or updating staffing b 
standards; 

l staffing standards be developed for as many position requirements as 
practical, both officer and enlisted; 

l staffing guidelines be developed for those officer and enlisted positions 
where staffing standards are seen as impractical (such guidelines 
including the process for establishing positions, documenting their justi- 
fication, and periodically reevaluating the need for them); 
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l the SQMD standards application process be improved to ensure the 
accuracy of maintenance work load by actions such as 

l using acceptable work measurement techniques to establish antici- 
pated time for performing aircraft planned maintenance tasks, and 

. requiring an independent, periodic review of maintenance documenta- 
tion, at the squadron level (such review including validation of histor- 
ical maintenance data by analyzing other materials related to work 
load); 

. studies be conducted to determine the appropriate time allowances to be 
added to measured work load; 

l staffing standards and guidelines, work load allowances, and workweek 
time factors be validated periodically in accordance with DOD guidance; 
and 

. the F@MD computer model be revised to 
. allow certain squadron indirect maintenance work load (facilities 

maintenance and utility tasking) to be allocated at least on a depart- 
ment-wide basis where feasible, and 

l eliminate the compounding effect of work load allowances. 

In addition, we recommend that the Secretary of the Navy require that 
current, accurate, and complete documentation be maintained to support 
the 

. methodology for establishing squadron manpower requirements; 

. staffing standards, work load allowances, and workweek time factors; 

. squadron work load data used in calculating manpower requirements; 
and 

l assumptions of the SQMD computer model. 

Agency Comments and DOD officials stated that this report has already proved useful to DOD in . 

Cur Evaluation making refinements to the Navy’s manpower program and the Navy has 
already implemented many of our recommendations. However, they 
were concerned that readers might be left with the impression that the 

I SQMD process generates excessive requirements. We could not determine, 
due largely to inadequate documentation, whether squadron require- 
ments are accurate or not. Several of the problems we found-particu- 
larly in the areas of maintenance work load, work load allowances, and 
workweek factors-could be expected to produce higher stated require- 
ments, but there could also be areas where SQMD requirements are 
understated. 
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DOD agreed with most of our recommendations and described Navy 
actions to address them, noting that review of functions for potential 
efficiencies will be an integral part of the standards development pro- 
cess, and expanded guidance on this policy will be incorporated in the 
NAVMEC SQMD Procedures Manual scheduled for reissue in July 1987. 

DOD also agreed that staffing standards should be developed for as many 
positions as feasible and that documented guidelines be developed to 
establish and justify those positions not amenable to the use of staffing 
standards. The CNO has tasked NAVMEC to develop a ground officer 
staffing standard. A plan of action to complete staffing standards for all 
applicable officer and enlisted positions will be approved by the CNO by 
the end of fiscal year 1987 and will provide for completion of all stan- 
dards by the end of fiscal year 1989. The CNO also directed NAVMEC to 

identify all positions where the use of staffing standards is impractical 
and to complete documentation of staffing guidelines by the end of fiscal 
year 1987. 

With regard to our recommendation to improve the accuracy of mainte- 
nance work load data, DOD only partially agreed. DOD agreed that a rig- 
orous, periodic review of squadron historical maintenance 
documentation is appropriate. Emphasis on this aspect of the manpower 
requirements development process and standardization of procedures 
for calculating corrective maintenance will be included in the July 1987 
reissue of the NAVMEC X&ID Procedures Manual. DOD did not agree, how- 
ever, that work load measurement techniques should be applied to 
planned maintenance tasks which are developed by the Naval Air Sys- 
tems Command. 

We found no evidence indicating that the data on planned maintenance 
received from the Naval Air Systems Command was actually developed 1, 
through the use of work measurement techniques. Rather, we found that 
planned maintenance data is based primarily upon judgment. Since 
planned maintenance represents a sizeable portion of a squadron’s main- 
tenance work load and is critical to maintaining squadron readiness, it 
needs to be as accurate as practical. 

DOD agreed that studies should be done to determine the appropriate 
time allowances to be added to measured work load. DOD noted that the 
production delay allowance will be deleted by the end of fiscal year 
1987 from application to any measured work load, unless an engineered 
study validating it is available. The make-ready/put-away and produc- 
tivity allowances will continue to be applied, but NAVMEC will undertake 
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additional studies to fully document the correct level of these 
allowances. These studies are expected to be completed by the end of 
fiscal year 1989. 

In addition, DOD agreed that periodic review of staffing standards, guide- 
lines, and allowances is necessary. The CNO has directed NAVMEC to incor- 
porate a tri-annual review of these elements in the July 1987 reissue of 
the SQMD Procedures Manual, Review of the workweek factor is now 
being done as part of the annual review of Navy Total Force Manpower 
policies and procedures. 

DOD also agreed to modify the CQMD computer model stating that the CNO 

has directed NAVMEC to allow utility tasking and facilities maintenance 
work load to be allocated on a department-wide basis by the end of 
fiscal year 1987. With regard to the compounding effect of the way the 
work load allowances were calculated, DOD agreed that the application of 
the productivity allowance to planned maintenance was incorrect and 
stated that it has already been eliminated. However, DOD disagreed with 
the suggestion in our draft report that the administrative support por- 
tion of indirect maintenance work load be allocated beyond the 
workcenter. DOD pointed out that the portion is largely comprised of per- 
sonnel management and unit leadership functions which cannot be 
appropriately spread across workcenter lines. We agree that these func- 
tions should be retained within the workcenter and our final report has 
been modified to recommend that only the facilities maintenance and 
utility tasking portions of indirect maintenance work load be spread 
across workcenter lines. 

Finally, DOD agreed that more complete and current documentation 
should be maintained. The CNO has directed NAVMEC to develop and main- b 
tain full documentation validating the establishment of all position 
requirements whether based on staffing standards, guides or other 
methods. Also, the ~QMD Procedures Manual will be reissued in July 1987 
to include rigorous documentation of position requirements and planned 
studies will refine work load allowances. The CNO has also instituted an 
annual program review in which the adequacy of requirements docu- 
mentation and all elements of the ~QMD program will be fully examined 
for conformance with approved procedures. A review of Navy work- 
week factors has been completed and incorporated in OPNAVINST 
1000.16F. Complete documentation of the SQMD computer model is 
already contained in the NAVMEC Navy Manpower Reauirements System 
JNMRS) Users Manual. 
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l ~~kizations Contacted Dunn gOurReview . -’ 

Manpower Activities Office of the Secretary of Defense, Washington, D.C. 
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, DC. 
Navy Manpower Engineering Center, Norfolk, Virginia 
Navy Manpower Engineering Center Detachment, San Diego, California 

$gistics Activities Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC. 
Naval Aviation Logistics Center, Patuxent River, Maryland 
Naval Air Rework Facility, Norfolk, Virginia 
Naval Air Rework Facility, San Diego, California 
Navy Maintenance Support Office, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 

C)perational/Training 
Activities 

Air Force 

+ 
Airline Companies 

Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk, Virginia 
Commander, Naval Air Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk, Virginia 
Commander, Naval Air Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, San Diego, California 
Commander Fighter Wing One, Naval Air Station, Oceana, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Fighter Squadron One Four Two, Naval Air Station, Oceana, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Fighter Squadron One Four Three, Naval Air Station, Oceana, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Attack Squadron Thirty Four, Naval Air Station, Oceana, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Attack Squadron Forty Two, Naval Air Station, Oceana, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Helicopter Combat Support Squadron One, Naval Air Station, 
North Island, San Diego, California 
Training Squadron Four, Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida 

Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, Virginia 

Delta Air Lines, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia 
United Airlines, San Francisco, California 

Aircraft Manufacturers Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Integrated Logistics Support, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
McDonnell Aircraft Company, St. Louis, Missouri 
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An Illustration of How Refinements in 
Methodology and Assumptions Used by the 
SQMD Program Could Change W-e 
Manpower Reuuirements 

For the purpose of illustration, we modified several assumptions incor- 
porated in the SQMD computer model to levels which may be reasonable 
alternatives to the current assumptions. We recognize that the assump- 
tions we substituted are not baaed on industrial engineering studies, and 
we are not advocating that the Navy use them. More rigorous analysis is 
needed to determine what assumptions are appropriate. The purpose of 
this illustration, however, is to demonstrate the sensitivity of calcula- 
tions of manpower requirements to the underlying assumptions and to 
reinforce the need for attention to manpower determination methods. 
Within the scope of this review, however, we could not determine pre- 
cisely the degree to which correcting the problems with staffing stan- 
dards, allowances, and workweeks would affect the overall number of 
squadron manpower requirements. 

For illustrative purposes, we recomputed the ground enlisted manpower 
requirements for three of the largest types of carrier-based squadrons- 
F-14A, A-7E, and A-GE/KA-6D squadrons-to see how changing several 
of the assumptions the Navy uses would affect these requirements. In 
performing our analysis, we had NAWEC adjust the existing work load 
allowance factors and recompute manpower requirements. 

Then, we made manual adjustments to certain computational algo- 
rithms. More specifically, we 

. reduced the productivity allowance from 20 percent to 16 percent, as 
estimated by a DOD work measurement specialist; 

l eliminated the production delay allowance since DOD guidance states 
that such an allowance should not be applied without an engineered 
backup study; 

. reduced the make-ready/put-away allowance from 30 percent to 9 per- 
cent, which is still over twice the percentage cited in DOD guidance; 

. modified the computational method for applying work load allowances 
to eliminate the compounding effect; and 

. modified the computational method for accumulating indirect mainte- 
nance work load to be absorbed by squadron departments rather than 
each work center in a department, as the Navy agreed to do in a similar 
situation concerning indirect maintenance on ships. 

Tables II. 1 and II.2 show the results of our recomputation based on 
these assumptions. The total computed reductions exceed the sum of the 
individual reductions because the factors in some cases are dependent 
on each other. Therefore, the reductions generated by one factor reduce 
requirements driven by other factors. 
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Table 11.1: Effect of Adjuatlng Some 
Data Elementa Mod In Determlnlng 
Squadron Requlrementr Varlabler 

Reduction of productivity allowance to 15 
percent 
Elimination of production delay allowance 
Reduction of make-ready/ put-away 
allowance to 9 percent 
Elimination of compounding of allowances 
Allowing indirect work load to be spread 
across work center lines 
Total combined reduction 

Poritions reduced by type of aircraft 
F-14A A-R A-6E ~-.-. 

0 0 2 

10 16 13 
2 3 4 

1 2 6 
1 1 2 

22 28 31 

la lo 11.2: Summary of Dlfferencer in 
R 

4 
uirementr Rerultlng From Change8 Type of squadron 

in arumptlona and Methodology F-14A A-7E A-6E .- 
Standard SOMD 267 270 204 
Alternate SQMD using substitute 245 242 253 
assumptions 
Difference between standard SQMD and 22 28 31 
the alternate SQMD 
Percentane reduction 8.2 10.4 10.9 

As shown, the percentage of manpower requirements reductions ranges 
from about 8 percent to 11 percent. 
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Letter From the Principal Deputy, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense Force 
Management and Personnel) 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

W**“lNDTON. D.C. J0J01.4000 

FONCC UANAQLMLNT 
AND CCtt80tdNC~ 30 JAN 1987 

Us. ?rank C. CDtlahaCl 
As8i8tant Comptroller General, 
wational Security and 

International Affair8 Division 
D.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington. DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

This ir the Department of Defense (DOD) tespon8e to tbe 
Oeneral Accounting Office (GAO) Draft Report, "NAVY UANPOWER: 
Squadron Manpower Program Need8 Improvement.~ Dated December 10. 
1986 (OSD Case 7182) GAO Code 967126. 

The GAO report ha8 already proved u8efal to the DOD in making 
refinements to the Navy Usnpower Gngineeriag Program. The DOD 
im, however , concerned with the overall impro8sion left by the 
report--i.@., that the Squadron Manpover Document (SQMD) proce88 
generate8 l xce8sive requirement8. The report also implies that 
ranpover requirement8 can only be validated through engineered 
studies. On the contrary, the Navy's SQUD Program uses the 
late8t and best of a variety of appropriate techniquee in 
developing manpower requirements. The Department doer agree 
fully with the GAO that more attention needs to be given to 
refinement of documentation procedures. 

In addition, the report note8 ttut raay SQMD requirements l Ke 
Ydirected* by the Chief of Nav81 Operations. and implie that 
the8e are. therefore, iavalid both in quality and quantity. In 
fact. these requirement8 have received extensive corporate 
scrutiny in every case, and are being rigorously verified by SQUD 
analyst8 during on-site manpower survey8 u8iag work measurement 
techniquea. 

Purthermore, the GAO dcaft report is based on information 
obtained in a review conducted over a meveral year period. The 
Navy has already initiated action to accomplish many of the 
recommended refinements. All vorkload allovaacea. for example. 
hsve either been deleted or scheduled for study. the Navy 
8tandsrd vorkveeks bsve been revi8ed. and improved documentstioa 
procedures have been instituted. The80 refinemeats aad 
initistives, plus others. represent sub8tsntial progres8 in the 
Navy’s unpover requirements determinstion programs. 
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APpendLx lu 
Latter From the Prhdpnl Deputy, Offlce of 
the Ammlmtent Secretary of Defeme (Force 
Management and Pemonnel) 

The SQMD Program i8 caaplax and dynamic and some minor 
problems will persist; hovever, the Yavy is continually reviewing 
the program and correcting the problems with the goal of 
establishing the most accurate manpower requirements feasible. 

Detailed reaponees to the draft report findings and 
recommendations hre enclosed. 

Sincerely, 

Encloauresr 
As Stated 
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I’ Letter From the Rindpal Deputy, Office of 
the Aedotant Secretary of Defense (Force 
Management nnd Pereonnel) 

Now on pp, 8 to 9 

)w on pp. 3 and 12 to 15 

GAO DRKPT REPORT - DATED D?XFMStE 10. 1966 
(QAO CODE 967126). OSD CASR 7182 

UNAVY MANPOWER:  SQUADRON WPOUCR 
PRoORAI4 NEEDS IUPROVEMENT= 

DCPARTMENT 01 DCPCNSE COBMCNTS 

PINDINGS 

0 -A: e prouLaB . The GAO 
observed that the Navy established tha Squadron BUnpower 
Document (SQW) program in 1969. to determine and document 
the minimum manpover requirements for all active-duty and 
most reserve aircraft squadrons. The GAO also observed that 
as of Nay 1986. the program covered approxinately 85.000 
positions--about 14,000 officers and about 71.000 enlisted 
personnel-- representing personnel cost of about $2 billion 
annually. The GAO noted that the tosponsibility for the 
overall control and direction of tha program lies vith the 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) for Manpovor. 
Personnel, and Training, vithin the Offico of the CNO. The 
program is supportad by the Navy Uanpovar Cngineoring Center 
(NAVNPX). which dovelops and applies staffing criteria. (PP. 
6-9/GAO Dtaft Report) 

-81?8PONSt: Concur. The DOD concurs vith thm goneral 
description of the SQUD program contained in this finding. 

0 
gggg: 

?Ias No Swds for w 
The CA0 noted that squadron manpover 

requirements. other than those for flight CL~VS, are either 
derived from staffing standards or are diractod by the CNO. 
The GAO also noted that staffing standards are uthomatical 
equations. vhich determine the numbor of positions needed. 
based on measured or projected vork load: and that directed 
roquiranantr are those vhich exist by the direction of the 
CNO rather than being associated vith a particular measurable 
workload. The GAO found that all ground officer roquirerents 
and almost 20 percent of ground enlisted requirorents are 
diractod by the CNO and are not based on staffing standards 
using measured work load. The GAO also found that the Navy 
has no written procedures for the establishment of these 
directed requirements and no documentation for the procedures 
urad to establish thorn. In addition, thm GAO found that the 
ground officer requirements are reportedly bawd on 
historical precedent. subjective judgerents. and the 
available inventory of ground officers in the Navy as a 
vhole. (P- 2. PP- 12-17/cAO Draft Report) 

Enclosure 
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l&tar From the Prlndpnl Deputy, Of’flce of 
the Asdstmt Becretary of Defenm (Force 
Mamgement and Pereonnel) 

Ndwon p. 3and pp. 15 to 17. 

M)D: Partially Concur. The DOD sqroer that 
rtaffinq standards and improved documentation procedures for 
qround officers and SOB@ enlisted requiremsnt8 ato needed. 
In September 1985, the CNO directed NAVtUC to develop a 
ground officer staffing standard, the draft of vhich i8 
planned to be available for fleet and CNO reviev in Pebruary 
1987 and scheduled for CNO approval by October 1987. ?or 
ground enlisted requirements, specifically, the DOD agrees 
that written procedures and documentation need improvement. 
but the DOD does not concur that there i8 DO pre8ant 
documentation for the80 requirementa. Most ground enlisted 
requireaentm, not covered by 8taffing standards. are 
documented in varioum CNO Instructions vith the advice and 
conment of the DCNO (MPT). Thego Instructions (such a8 
OPNAVINSTm 4790.20. 5400.37C and 1040.6A) 08tablieh 
CNO-directed functions in which NAVMEC is tasked to validate 
the associated vorkload and determine the 8pecific quantity 
and skill8 of position8 required. Improved guidelines and 
procedures will be l ccompliohed by end Iy 87 and pertinent 
standards developed by end PY 89. 

0 ELlkDUU: SQLlp proaci&V . 
The GAO observed that in determining all other ground 
enlisted manpovor requirements. NAVMCC uses a ranpover 
modeling system vhereby staffing standard8 and the projected 
veekly vork load for a squadron vork center are simulated on 
computarc and. as part of this process. maintenance vork load 
ia increased by adding allovances to account for certain 
nonproductive time. According to the GAO. the total veeklp 
required hour@ are then divided by the productive hours 
available in a weak to derive the quantity of enlisted 
positions needed for a vork center. The GAO found however. 
that the staffing standards that do exist are questionable 
and no documentation exists for the initial development of 
the rtaffing standards used for ground enlisted requirements. 
nor have the standards bean periodically updated. The GAO 
also found that the Navy does not require that nev or revised 
standards be based on efficiency revievs (studies of the most 
efficient method of performing a given task), an directed by 
DOD Instruction 5010.37. l Efficiency Reviev and Resource 
Requirements Determination." The GAO concluded that for the 
Navy to e8tablirh minimum squadron ground enlisted manpover 
requirerentn. such SQMD program data elements as mtaffing 
standards. work load data. vork load allovances. and Navy 
vorkveek time factors muet be accurate. (p. 2. pp. 17-20. 
GAO Draft Report) 

Wb: Partially Concur. The DOD concur8 that full 
supporting documentation of SQMD staffing standards has hot 
been maintained and, in the past. staffing standards have not 
been formally rcvieved on a rigorous. periodic basis. This 
has been corrected by CNO direction to UAVUEC in February 
1986 to initiate a program to emuse standards ace reviewed 
at least every 3 year8 in accordance with DOD guidance. This 
program is underway. and require8 all nev or revalidated 
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standards submitted by NAVUlX fot CNO l ppcoval to contain all 
supportinq docurontation and position justification for 
permanent files. This guidance vi11 be formalized in the 
NAVMtC SQUD Procedures Uanual to be reissued in July 1987. 
The DOD does not concur, hovever. that the referenced WD 
Instruction 5010.37 requires rethods studies in combat units 
such as squadrons prior to development of standards. The CNO 
is. hovever. l pplyinq the tfficiency Beviev/rethods study 
procedures in the SQUD proqrer to the uximur extent 
feasible. The SQUD process employs techniques to l ini8ize 
vorkload inflation. duplication of task@. inappropriate 
taskinq, etc., in a similar manner to the DOD IZfficiency 
Reviev process. 

0 lrINDINa: -cvs . The CA0 noted 
that in determininq an aircraft squadron's ground enlisted 
manpower requirements, NAVNtC must establish the squadron's 
work load. The GAO also noted that this vork load is largely 
comprised of maintenance vork. vhich generates about 62.5 
percent of a squadron’s qround enlisted unpover requirements 
and consists of three categories--corrective raintenance. 
planned maintenance ana indirect maintenance. The C&O found 
that the ways in vhich these vork loads are calculated are 
quertionable and that work load data is inadequately 
documented and verified. The GAO cited. for exarple. the 
maintenance vorkload is based on data that is not 
independently verified and requirements are calculated 
inconsistently. Furthermore, the GAO found that the 
maintenance vork load is not always documented or 
periodically revieved. The GAO concluded that aircraft 
squadron capability and manpover costs critically depend on 
an accurate, reliable SQUD program for determining the 
minimum varrime manpover requirements of squadrons. The GAO 
also concluded that although the SQMD program appearo to be 
conceptually sound, improvements need to be made in a number 
of l rea8, such as in hov the Navy 

- Establishes squadron ranpover requirements not based on 
vork load (Finding 8): 

- develop6 and review staffing standards. vork load 
allowances. and workveek t ime factorn (Finding C); and 

- measures some maintenance vork loads Winding D). 

In addition the OAO concluded that as long as these problems 
exists, the Navy vi11 continue to have difficulty satisfying 
the Congress that its budget requests for aircraft squadron 
manpover are credible. (p. 2. pp. 20-28. op. 40/GkO Draft 
Report). 

WD: Partially Concur. The DOD concurs that. in 
the pant. the procedures for the regression of Corrective 
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Maintenance (CM) data vas not fully standardized. In 
Pebruary 1966, the CNO directed the NAVMIX to develop a 
standardized, statistically valid procedure ba6ed on 
comprehensive maintenance data reviev and documentation. 
This development is on-qoing for completion by end of FY 67. 
Several interim improvements have been made based on analysis 
of procedures to date. The DOD also concurs that certain 
other refinement6 to the SQUD proqram regarding the 
l 8tabli8hment of positions not based on vockload. and the 
development and reviev of standard6. vorkload l l lovances and 
vorkveek factors are appropriate. The DOD does not concur, 
hovever , that CU data does not receive independeot 
verification, 8ince such data ia under essentially constant 
review as a part of unit inspections and survey8 by the Navy 
Maintenance Support Office (NAMSO). the N6vy Man6qement 
Systems Support Office (NAVMASSO).  Itleet Commanders. and 
NAVAIRSYSCOM. Additionally, Preventive Maintenance (PU) 
requirement6 are qenerated by NAVAIRSYSCOM under Uilitary 
Specification MIL-P-24534A and revieved under NAVAIUINST 
5600.20. 

0 -: -toto . 
The GAO ob6erved that, according to SQB%D program official8. 
the documented work load of maintenance work centers does not 
adequately account for the total effort of a vork center in 
performing required maintenance. In addition. the GAO noted 
that in order to compen6ato for thin, certain allovances are 
added to the maintenance work load and include: 

. . A that is applied to the productive 
work hours to reflect delays caused by vorker fatigue. 
environmental effecta. personal needs, and unavoidable 
interruption6. A factor of 20 percent im applied to such 
productive vork as planned maintenance, administrative 
support l facilities maintenance, and utility tasking. 

JJ mowion delav m  that is applied to the 
corrective and planned maintenance to reflect delays such 
as avaitinq part8. transportation, support equipment. 
technical a6rirtance. inclement veather. and other 
phenomena vhich cause vork to stop. The factor varies 
from O-35 percent. depending on the individual vork 
centars. 

reaPy/uut-avav m that i6 applied to the 
total prs8cribed planned maintenance manhours per work 
csnter. A factor of 30 percent is added for t ime spent 
obtaininq and replacing inrtruction manuals, tools, and 
materials; transit to and from the vork area: removal of 
interference; and necessary cleanup. 

The CA0 concluded that the68 l l lovance6 exceeded DOD criteria 
(DOD In6truction 5010.15.1-M. Standardization of York 
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Ueasurement). vere not revieved. and were improperly 
applied. The GAO also concluded that the l l lovances for 
nonproductive time added to maintenance vork load have not 
been bamed on eupportable evidence, may be excessive and need 
to be studied. (P. 2. PP- 26-36/GhO Draft Report) 

WD: Partially Concur. The DOD concurs that the 
Production Delay (PD) allovance is insufficiently documented 
and vi.11 be deleted from all S@lD manpover requirements 
calculations by end FY 87. unless the need for same can be 
fully documented at that time. The DOD also concurs that the 
aPOUnt Of all allovances i6 UOt now SUppQKt8d by full 
documentation and studies vi11 be undertaken to revalidate 
the level of all allovancer by end FY 89. The DOD does not 
concur, hovever, that the present level or application of 
Productivity Allovance (PA) and Make Ready/Put hvay (FIBPA) 
hllovance i# demonstrably excessive or incorrect. The 
referenced DOD Instruction do86 not proviae sufficient 
description of productivity-limitinq conditionn appropriate 
to the actual COndit iOnS of work performance experienced in 
deployed Navy squadrons aboard ship or shore facilities: 
neverthele6r. at least a 20% Productivity hllovance (PA) for 
squadron vork can. in fact, be reasonably derived from these 
DOD factors. In a similar manner. the DOD Instruction 
provides for rea6onable recognition of Uake Ready/Put hvay 
time, but the guidance diocuemion is appropriate only to the 
benign environment of production Shift vork ashore. not to 
the actual conditions experienced in squadron operations. 

0 pINDI#c: Nwv NQZ.kN*ek LdmS&88 . The GAO 
found that the Navy standard vorkveek for squadron manpower 
planning purpose6 depend6 on vhether a squadron ih asSiqn8d 
to an aircraft carrier or to an air station. The GAO noted. 
for example, that for carrier-baaed squadrons, the standard 
vorkveek is 70 house; and for shore-based oquadrons. it is 
usually 40 hour@. The GAO found, hovever. that the Navy 
vorkveeks (net) used to determine unpover requirements (63 
hour6 for carrier-ba8ed squadron6 and about 32 hours for mome 
shore-based squadrona) may not be accurate and are 
unsupported vith reliable documentation. vhich has not been 
updated since they vere established. (p. 2. pp. 36-41/GhO 
Draft Report) 

WD: Partially Concur. All Navvy vorkveek factors 
U6ed for sea and chore manpover planning vere updated in 
OPNAVINST lOOO.lbP (Manual of Navy Total Pore8 Manpover 
Policies and Procedurea) in huqust 1986. The standard 
vorkveeko fot carrier-baeed and shore-baned combat 6qUadLQu6 
are nov more representative of actual experience in the 
field. It should be recoqnited. hovever. that these standard 
VQKkW8k6 represent manpover planninq factors for v&et 
"should be' not nece6rarily What is: since peacetime 
observations of operation6 cannot fully describe hov vork 
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should be performed in wartime. ?or non-combat squadrons and 
other shore activities. Navy standardized the workvaak in 
June 1966 (with DOD approval) to coincide vith the recant. 
documented workweek studies of the other sacvices. 

0 -a: xd%idmd pro- 1s A mAAihls 
TO Sm . The GAO obsarvod a numbar of 

area8 where limited program support may be contributing to 
some of the SQMD problems. The GAO found that: 

- insufficient travel funds reportedly do not allov SQHD 
analymts to gather data from a representative sarple of 
squadrons; 

- fever personnel have been assigned than authorized: 

- staff turnover is high and personnel assigned to the 
program often lack manpower experience: and 

- the training provided for personnel ansigaad to the program 
does not meet oparational needs. 

The GAO concludad that the Navy should examine these prograr 
support areas to ensure that they do not affect efforts to 
improva the SQMD program. The GAO further concluded that the 
Navy may also want to consider using some civilians in the 
program and implementing a Navy aanpovor career field as 
potential ways to alleviate some of the training and 
experience shortcomings. (P. 3. PP. l l-48/GAO Dtaft Report) 

WD: Partially Concur. Tha DOD concurs that the 
number of personnel assigned to the SQUD program, personnel 
turnover and experience. and the quality of training have 
contributed to the lack of full program documentation noted 
by tha GAO. As part of a recant staff restructure. the SQKD 
program has bean allotad a number of civilian positions in 
order to provide increased staff continuity and unpover 
related experience. Uost authorized military billets ace now 
fillad, and a formal NAVMEC training cow44 for SQND analysts 
commenced in January 1986. The DOD does not concuE. however. 
that a lack of travel funds has prevented gathering data from 
representative squadrons. Travel funding is sufficient for 
the tri-annual review of all squadron etaffing standards and 
other factors. Additionally. the DOD does not concur in a 
military manpower caLear fiald for Navy. The Navy will 
continua to use its Officer Subspocialty and Navy Enlisted 
Classification systems to provide the NAVUEC with the 
majority of its manpower managa8ent personnel. The Navy's 
Civilian Career Program in Manpower Management establishad by 
SECNAVINST 12400.3 and OPNAVINST 12400.2 is planned to 
provide civilian professionals in this field to support much 
manpower planning efforts as the S@RD program. 
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RECOUUSNDATIONS 

. 0- The GAO recommended the Secretary of 
the Navy direct that: Efficiency review be performed bafota 
devaloping or updating staffing standards. (P. 49. GAO Draft 
Bcport) 

WD: Concur. The DOD concurs that all functions 
under study for standards development should be revievad for 
potential efficianciae as an integral part of the davalopmant 
process. Work, which is nonessential. duplicative. or 
otherwise inefficient. is now deleted or modified as pact of 
the standards development process. txpanded guidance in this 
regard will be incorporated in the NAVUEC SQKD Procedures 
Manual echadulad for reissue in July 1987. 

. 0- The GAO recommended the Secretary of 
the Navy direct that: Staffing standards be developed for as 
many position requiramante as practical, both officer and 
enlisted. (P. 49. GAO Draft Report). 

. QQDPQBITION. Concur. The DOD concurs that staffing 
standards should be developed for as many positions as 
feasible. The CNO has tasked tha NAVMEC to develop a ground 
officer staffing standard, the draft of which is expected to 
be availabla for fleet and CNO review by February 1987. and 
for completion and approval by October 1987. A plan of 
action to complete staffing standards for all applicable 
officar and anlisted positions will be approved by the CNO by 
the end of PY 87 and vi11 provide for completion of all 
standarda by the and of PY 89. 

0 . The GAO recommended the Secretary of 
the Navy direct that: Staffing guidelines be developed for 
those officer and enlisted positions where staffing standards 
are 6ean as impractical (much guidelines should include the 
process for establishing positions. documenting their 
justification, and periodically reevaluating the need for 
them) (P. 49. GAO Draft Report). 

m Pm: Concur. The DOD concurs that all much 
positions should be covered by documented guidelines 
delineating the process used to establich the position and 
it@ justification. In December 1986. the CNO diractad the 
NAVMEC to identify all much positions and to complete 
documantation of the guidelines by the and of PY 87. 

0 -: The GAO recommended the Secretary of 
the Navy direct that: The SQMD staffing application process 
be improved to ensure the accuracy of maintanance work load 
by actions such as: 
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- Using acceptable work moasucement technique8 to establish 
anticipated tire for porforring aircraft Planned 
maintenance taskr. and 

- requiring an independent, periodic teviev of maintenance 
documentation. at the squadron level (such Loviev should 
include validation of hi8torical maintenance data by 
analyzing other material8 related to vork load such as 
part8 inventory records): 

WD: Partially Concur. The DOD concuts that a 
Li9orou~. periodic Leviev of squadron himtorical ruintenunce 
documentation i8 appropriate. Empha8i8 on this l 8pect of 
manpover requirement8 development vi11 be included in the 
NAVMEC SQHD Procedure8 Manual scheduled for Leiusue in July 
1987. As noted in the DOD response to Finding D. the 
procedures for the regression analyoi8 of Corrective 
Maintenance data vi11 also be standardized and refined in the 
updated SQKD Procedure8 Manual. The DOD does not concur:. 
however, vorkload measurement technique8 should be applied to 
PM tasks that are already developed by the Naval Air Sy8ter8 
Command under Military Specification ML-P-24534A to the 
level of documentation required by that standard. 

0 -: The CA0 recommended that the 
Secretary of the Navy direct that: Studies be conducted to 
determine the appropriate time allovancee to be added to 
measured work load. (P. 49. GAO Draft Report) 

WI): concur. As noted in the response to Finding 
E and Recommendation l(C), Production Delay (PD) allovance 
will be deleted by the end of FY 87 from application to any 
measured workload unler8 an engineered study validating it ir 
available, and other adjustment8 in tire allovanae 
application are being made. The Hake Ready/Put Avay (MEPA) 
and Productivity Allowance (PA) vi11 continue to be applied 
a# at pre8ent. except the NAVMEC will undertake additional 
studies to document fully the cotrect level of such 
allovance8. The8e studies vi11 be conducted 8ubject to 
available resources and are expected to be completed by the 
end of PY 89. 

0 -: The CA0 recommended that the 
Secretary of the Navy direct that: Staffing mtandards and 
guidelines, work load allovance8 and vockveek ti8e factors be 
validated periodically in accordrnce vith DOD guidance. 

ppo POS-: concur. The CNO has directed the NAVMEC to 
incorporate a tri-annual Leviev of all standards. guidelines, 
and allowances in the SQKD Procedures Manual scheduled for 
reissue in July 1987. The DCNO (NPT) vi11 continue to reviev 
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vorkweek time factor8 in conjunction vith annual revievs of 
OPNAVINST 1000.16P (Uanual of Navy Total Porte Uanpover 
Policies and Procedure8). 

0 -10: The GAO recommended the Secretary of 
the Navy direct that: The SQMD computer model be revised 

- To allow #qU&dLOn indirect maintenance vork load 
(&dmiAi#tL&tiVe 8upport. facilities raintenance. and 

utility ta8kinq) to be allocated at leaot on a 
department-vide basis vhere faASibl8, and 

- to eliminate the compounding effect of vork load 
allowances. (P. 49/GAO Draft Report) 

WD: Partially Concur. The DOD concur8 that 
Utility Taskinq (UT) and Facilities Maintenance (PM) vorkload 
should be allocated on a department-vide b&rim. The CNO ha8 
directed the NAVMBC to modify the SQUD computer model to 
incorporate this provision by the end of FY 87. The DOD does 
not concur, hovever, that Administrative Support (AS) 
workload i6 feasible to be allocated above the workcenter 
level, as this workload is largely that of wockcenter 
personnel management and leadership. which cannot be 
appropriately spread to other entities. In regard to the 
compounding effect of workload allowances, the DOD concurs 
that the application of Productivity Allowance (PA) to 
Preventative Maintenance (PM) is incorrect, and the 
application of this allovance to PH was eliminated in March 
1966. Purthec, the DOD concur6 that the Production Delay 
(PD) allowance is not properly documented am to need or 
degree. and in January 1987 the CNO directed the NAVNEX to 
delete the PD allovance from all SQMD calculations by the end 
of PY 87. unleer an engineered study v&s available to 
validate the need for it. The continued application of the 
Uake Ready/Put Away (MRPA) allowance to PU. and Productivity 
Allovance (PA) to AS vorkload vi.11 be continued as at 
present, pending time allovance StUdieS expected to be 
completed by end PY 89. 

0 . The GAO recommended the Secretary of the 
Navy require that current. accurate. and complete 
documentation be maintained to support: (A) methodoloqy for 
ertablishinq requirements: (B) 8taffinq standard8. vorkload 
allowances, workveek time factors; (C) squadron vorkload data 
used in calculating manpower requirements; and (D) the 
assumptions of the SQKD computer model. (P. 49-50. GAO Draft 
Report) 
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